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What Is A System?  
 



A set of elements coupled 
together 

• Strongly linked to each 
other 
 

Each system has a boundary 
• Connected with weak links 
to: 

*Other systems 
*The environment 

What Is A System?  
 



Why Work With Systems?  
 

So we can understand: 
• Why something happens 
 
• How to change something 
 
• How to create:   

*A response 
*An object 
*A system 

 



System response == component interaction 

This response is system behavior 
  and determines: 

• Growth 
• Decay 
• Maintaining a steady state 
• Interactions with other  
  systems 

Why Work With Systems?  
 



Nature operates using system 
principles  

Every “thing” is “held in place” 
via internal and external 
systems 

Changing anything affects a 
system. 

Why Work With Systems?  
 



How Do We Describe Systems?  
 By decomposition / reduction 

 
• Internal connections 
• Hierarchy / levels 
• Modules 
• Structure 



By their response 
• At their boundary 
• How do they respond? 
• How are they connected to 
 others? 

How Do We Describe Systems?  
 



Response == feedback 
 

• Internal connections 
*Loops 
 

• Flows between stocks 

How Do We Describe Systems?  



As a network 
• A set of connections 

How Do We Describe Systems?  
 



As a Process 
• Stages 
• Time 

How Do We Describe Systems?  
 



What is a System? 



What is a System? 



What is a System? 



What is a System? 



What is a System? 



Systems contain systems 



Systems are part of systems 



Systems are part of systems 



All systems have boundaries 



All systems have boundaries 



All systems have boundaries 



All systems have boundaries 



All systems have boundaries 
 



All systems have adjacent systems 
 



Food systems are a combination of many systems 
 



Food systems are a combination of many systems 
 



Universe is made of systems:  
- nature 
- community 
- you  
- organs  
- cells 



Systems:  
- provide resources 
- constrain  
- enable    



To use the systems view:  
 
Locate and focus 
What is your?  

 *system   
 *sub-systems 
 *adjacent systems 

    



Using the systems view:  
 
create and utilize 
  * connections 
  * resources 
  * examples 
    



Systems explorer     



Systems Explorer Example    



Systems Explorer Example    
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